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Philological Notes on the Letter gamma
in a New Greek-English Dictionary

S. Douglas Olson, Minneapolis

Abstract: Vor gut zwei Generationen veröffentlichte Robert Renehan eine Reihe von
Artikeln, in denen er die Einträge Barbers und seiner Mitherausgeber in der neunten, 1968

veröffentlichten Ausgabe des Greek-English-Lexicon von Liddell, Scott und Jones (1940)

erweiterte, verfeinerte und korrigierte. Die folgenden Anmerkungen zum Buchstaben

"Gamma" im neuen Brill Dictionary ofAncient Greek folgen diesem Geiste.

Keywords: Lexicography, Lexicon, Dictionary, Philology, Definition.

Comprehensive new lexica of the ancient Greek language rarely appear. This is a

consequence of the enormous scale of such projects, on the one hand, and of the

extraordinary breadth of learning and intellectual competence required to
produce one, on the other. Because expectations are rightly so high - standard lexica

must be as wide-ranging, precise, and accurate as possible, since almost all the

rest of our work as classicists depends upon them - enormous amounts of secondary

effort must also be invested in ensuring that every reference and cross-reference

is accurate, that every gloss of a word is true to the original context in which

it occurs, that definitions are clear and unambiguous, that translations are clear
and idiomatic but also as faithful as possible to the original, and the like. Philological

work of this type is in one sense never complete, but goes on constantly across

linguistic, political, and cultural boundaries, with new material added to the corpus

and new understandings developed of what we already have. But lexica are

significant points of inflexion in this process, and their enormous authority and

influence depend on the care with which they are constructed, reviewed, and

used.

Two generations ago, Robert Renehan published a series of articles expanding,

refining, and correcting entries in the 9th edition of the monumental Liddell-
Scott-Jones Greek-English Lexicon (1940) as supplemented by Barber and his
fellow editors (1968).1 1n his Foreward to the latter work, Renehan acknowledges his

1 R. Renehan, "Some Greek Lexicographical Notes", Glotta 46 (1968) 60-73; "Greek Lexicographical

Notes: Second Series", Glotta 47 (1969) 220-234; "Greek Lexicographical Notes: Third Series",

Glotta 48 (1970) 93-107; "Greek Lexicographical Notes: Fourth Series", Glotta 49 (1971) 65-85;
"Greek Lexicographical Notes: Fifth Series", Glotta SO (1972) 38-60; "Greek Lexicographical Notes:

Sixth Series", Glotta SO (1972) 156-181. These articles were subsequently collected and combined
with further, similar contributions in R. Renehan, Greek Lexicographical Notes: A Critical Supplement
to the Greek-English Lexicon of Liddell-Scott-Jones (Hypomnemata Heft45: Göttingen 1975), with
three full pages devoted to words beginning with gamma See also R. Renehan, Greek Lexicographical
Notes, Second Series (Hypomnemata Heft 74: Göttingen 1982), with an additional three full pages
devoted to words beginning with gamma A Revised Supplement by P. G. W. Glare and A. A. Thompson

was added to the 9th edition of LSJ in 1996; I refer to it in what follows simply as "LSJ Supple-
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Philological Notes on the Letter gamma in a New Greek-English Dictionary 303

enormous respect for LSJ and the manner in which it was produced.2 He
nonetheless scrutinizes its entries carefully, the implicit thesis being that high-quality
intellectual work can not only stand up to such examination, but is strengthened

by it, and that the good of the common enterprise requires that weaknesses be

identified and corrected. In the end, the general quality of the Lexicon is apparent
in how seldom Renehan catches outright errors, most of his notes being concerned

with adding attestations of words or identifying overlooked senses of them.3 The

following notes on the letter gamma in the new Brill Dictionary of Ancient Greek

(Leiden and Boston, 2015), edited by Franco Montanari and translated into English

from the 3rd edition of the Italian version (2013) by a team of scholars associated

with Harvard's Center for Hellenic Studies and led by Gregory Nagy, Leonard

Muellner, Madeleine Goh and Chad Schroeder, are offered in a similar spirit. I

have restricted myself to gamma because this makes the number of entries, and

thus the number of pages in the Dictionary (36 out of 2431, approximately 1.5%),

to be covered manageable.4 There is no reason to think that similar examination
of other portions of the work would produce a notably different type or quantity
of comments.

In what follows, bold-face lemmata appear in the Dictionary; omission of
bold-face signals that the word is not glossed there but ought perhaps to have

been. Italicized glosses within quotation marks represent the Dictionary's definition

of words (bold-face in the original), as opposed to its comments, clarifications,
and the like (italicized in the original). I use LSJ's abbreviations for authors and

ment". The new Dictionary seems to take limited account of the seven pages of the LSJ Supplement
devoted to gamma, not only ignoring numerous corrections, supplemental citations, and the like, but

omitting from the first page alone the following additional lemmata : YayyaÀiagoc;, yayyapeùç, yatâ-
rat, yataTHC, yaiiftac;, ratrjoc;, yàAatOoç, yaÀaKTtTqç, yaÀaptaç, yaÀeàptoç, yaÂijvotiotoç, yâAAapoç,

yaAÀetop (accent unknown), yappditov, yapoaxoMq, yavaAoc;, yavtç. Most of the words discussed in
what follows do not fall under the remit of the Cambridge Greek Lexicon (hereafter CGL), whose

coverage of the language ends in the early second century CE and whose scope is generally comparable

to that of the old "middle Liddell".
2 "The present collection has arisen, in good part, from a desire to refine my own knowledge of
the diction appropriate to each several genre, rather than from a love of lexicography for its own
sake.... And lest there be any misunderstanding, let me state it plainly. LSJ, the product of generations

of scholarly cooperation and selfless labor, is the most useful aid to Classical Greek lexicography

ever published. Were anyone to think that these supplements are offered in a spirit of disrespect
for that fine work, no one would be more unhappy than I" [Renehan (1968) 8].
3 Lexica are products of human hands and human minds, and thus inevitably include both

errors and misjudgments. How many of the former in particular ought to be regarded as acceptable
in e.g. every ten printed pages in a work of such general intellectual significance, is an interesting
question. The obvious - if numerically not very precise - answer would seem to be "very few".
4 Much more could be said even on this limited section of the text, but I have restricted myself to
some particularly interesting points. The comments that follow refer specifically to the English-language

version of the Dictionary rather than to the Italian original. Tracing the precise genetic
relationship between the two is beyond the scope of this article.
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304 S. Douglas Olson

works throughout. Minor typographical errors and the like in the Dictionary are

ignored unless they are actively misleading.

According to Hsch. y 5, a Spartan word for an àypoû piaGtoxrjq ("agricultural
laborer, hired farmhand") is not yaßepyöp (thus also LSJ; glossed "laborer,
worker", missing the connection with yrj), but yaßEpyoq. The manuscript of Hesychius
has yaßepyöq opouptaGcoxàç. Schmidt emended to yaßepyöp- où ptaGwxöq (sic),
and his typographical error was taken over not just by LSJ, but also by e. g. Buck.5

Latte (followed by Cunningham) emended instead to yaßepöq- <à> àypoC piaBürnjq,
whence the gloss in the Dictionary, but still with the wrong lemma. For the word,
cf. ya^epyöq in I.Thespiai 55.

The raiÇrjxai (described as "Galatians") and the raiacrrai/raiaciTOi (described

as "Celtic people") are the same group, a "tribe" of Gauls settled in the Alps
and along the Rhone. Plb. 2.22.2 claims that they got their name Slù to (iloGoù axpa-
teuelv ("because they served as mercenaries"). It thus probably means "those

armed with a gaesumlyaiaoV'; what they called themselves, and whether they
were even a single people in any meaningful sense of the word, except from the

Roman perspective, is unknown.

yaiöto at Tz. H. 1.910 yatoùat xaùxaç ÖKpißüq- yaiwaavxeq ôè xaùxaq / ävooGsv

éiuppaivouat pupptvijv te ko'l Sàcpvrj (the final stage in Xerxes' construction of his

bridge across the Hellespont) means not "make earth" (cf. LSJ s.v. "make land,

make solid"; DGE s.v. "hacer de tierra, hacer sôlido") but "cover with earth, cover
with dirt"; cf. Hdt. 7.36.5 ôàijv ETtstpoprjaav, KÖapw 6è Gevxeq Kai xijv üXrjv yfjv ejie-

cpöpr|aav, which lies behind Tzetzes' account. It might be easier in any case to

print yeoùoi... yewaavxEÇ, this being a much better established form of the verb

(even if normally found in the active) and the error being a common, simple one.

Taïexavà (treated as a neuter plural noun, and glossed obscurely "aseptic

ligaments") is actually an adjective ("from Gaeta") which is used substantively at

Gal. X.924.4 K. for bandaging material to be employed in connection with a phlebotomy.

Galen claims that such material was particularly unlikely to cause infection
and says it was imported from Gaul (ék pèv xrjç xûv Keàtcov /wpaq KoptÇopévwv).

DGE compares Marcellus Empiricus 8.27 gaitano lino ("linen from Gaeta" ; Gadita-

no Helmreich), and takes the place in question to be Caietae portus (i.e. modern

Gaeta, which lies more or less midway along the Italian coast between Rome and

Naples); more likely some otherwise unknown spot north of the Alps.

yaXaKTou/Ew (glossed "have milk", i.e. "lactate"; cf. DGE s.v. "teuer leche o

amamantar") is attested at Poll. 3.50 in a collection of words meaning "suckle" or
the like. yaXaKToC/oq (glossed "having milk") is a variant reading in Poll.BC.

Although the current edition of LSJ must have used Bethe for Books 1-5 of Pollux,
earlier editions would have relied on Bekker, who dealt with the discrepancy at

5 C. D. Buck (1955). The Greek Dialects (Chicago 1955) §167. LSJ Supplement likewise failed to

pick up the correction.
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3.50 by printing yaXcucTOUxelv- yaÀaKioCxov. The lemma (dropped by DGE) was
nonetheless taken over from the earlier version of the Lexicon into the 9th edition,
and from there into the Dictionary; the Supplement also failed to spot the problem.
This is thus a ghost word, and if it is to be included anywhere, it should be clearly
marked as a v.l. in Pollux. Clement of Alexandria (2nd/3rd century CE) uses the

cognate abstract noun yaXaKrouxia three times (Str. 2.18.92.4; 3.11.72.1) to mean
"weaning",6 with the sense of the compound in this case seemingly being ~

"withholding milk" or "depriving of milk" as something approaching a caique of Latin
ablactio.

yaXciKTÖopai is glossed "become milk', while yaÀâKTtoau; is glossed

"transformation into milk". Both words are attested almost exclusively in Theophrastus,
who uses them to describe a type of decomposition that takes place in seeds that
are sown in ground that is too wet (CP 1.7.3; 3.23.1; 4.4.7, 9; HP 8.6.1; so too Plu.

Mor. 968a). The reference to milk is thus figurative in such contexts, and the

words actually mean ~ "turn milky" and "transformation into something milky",
respectively.

Although [Arist.] Phgn. 808a317 mentions individuals who are yaXedyKWv/

yaXidyKtov (glossed "with short arms, properly with the elbows of a weasel"; cf.

LSJ "weasel-armed, i. e. short-armed"; DGE s.v. "que tiene brazos de comadreja, e.e.

bracicorto"), he does not explain what this means. Hp. Art. 12 is quite specific and

offers a very different definition: a yaXedyKwv has a permanently dislocated

shoulder, and is unable to lift and use that arm (which is sometimes shorter than
the other) in a normal fashion.

yaXeq, tj is "weasel", while yaXeoç, à is "shark". The manuscripts of Aret. CD

1.4.7 offer oi èvoïKctôioi yaAsoi ßpüJÖEviec; ("domesticated galeoi, when eaten"; one

of a number of unusual remedies), which is clearly a reference to weasels, since

sharks are not kept in one's house. This is more likely an error than evidence for a

masculine form of the word, but it ought in any case to be lemmatized under
yaÀéq rather than under yaÀeôç.8 The hound fish (a type of needlefish) was not
found in the Mediterranean until the cutting of the Suez Canal (opened 1869), and

nothing about the description of the ix0ùç yctÀrj discussed at Ael. NA 15.11 suggests

that the two should be identified.9

6 Thus also Lampe in the Patristic Greek Lexicon. DGE offers "lactancia", but Clement is clearly
referring to the point at which a lamb or human child ceases to be nursed, not when the process
begins. LSJ omits the word.
7 Miscited as "803a31".
8 Indeed, there are indications that it was originally lemmatized thus, but was then moved to s.v.

yaXeoç: Plu. Mor. 446, cited s.v. yaÀeôç for évolkiSioc; yaAér| (glossed "tame weasel") in fact offers

only yaAat, and the gloss belongs with the reference to Aretaeus s.v. yaÀedç (again glossed "tame
weasel").
9 Note in particular that the txOùç yaÀn is specifically said by Aelian to have barbels, as the
houndfish does not.
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The hapax yapßpq (glossed "bush") is described as a v.l. at Thphr. HP 1.3.1.

This is in fact the reading in the manuscripts, for which Wimmer conjectured 0ùp-

ßpa ("savory"; cf. CP 3.1.4). Whatever is printed, the word in question is the name
of a specific variety of plant with many stems and branches that might be described

generically as cppuyctvov ("brush, undergrowth").

yapqiq for yapexq ("wife") is early Byzantine usage. The outdated reference
BCH 4.199 (seemingly drawn from DGE s.v.) should be replaced by MAMA III 2S.4;

add e.g. IG II2 13547.6 (5th/6th century CE); SGLIBulg 102.6 (6th century CE); Aphro-
disias 746.3 (5th/6th century CE?).

ydpvoç is not attested, and the gloss "happy" for compound yapvoipôpoç
("which yields yàpvoç") in Cyril of Alexandria's Homily 11 (vol. LXXXII p. 1029.39

Migne) oi Àipévsç ol yapvotpöpot (in a list of figurative havens of safety) would
serve better as a translation of yavotpôpoç (lemmatized separately, with no cross-

references between the two). But yövog (glossed "brightness, sheen") is not something

one wants or expects from a harbor, and the correct reading is clearly
yaÀqvocpôpoç ("that yields calm"; offered as a v.l. s.v. yapvocpöpoq and not lemmatized

separately), particularly given ô ÀLpijv ô yaAqvocpöpoq twv xcLpaÇopévojv

("the harbor that offers calm for the storm-tossed") in a similar figurative list at

Alex.Sal. Barn. 438d.

yapoSaiaia at Ael. NA 12.31 0ùojv ta yapoôaiata is not "wedding" but "wedding

sacrifices", and is not a noun but an adjective used substantively (sc. iepd) as

an internal accusative.
3rd-declension yapijjwvuÇ (glossed "with curved or hooked claws"-, used of

birds, and therefore better "with curved or hooked talons"; cf. also LfgrE s.v.) is

poetic (already e.g. II. 16.428), while 2nd-declension yapijjwvuxoç - mis-lemmati-
zed as yapt|)tovuxov -ov - is its late, primarily prosaic equivalent (e.g. Arist. HA

563bl9-20 ô pèv Lépai; yaptjitovuxoç, ô ôè kôkkuÇ où yapt|)tovuxoç).10 The manu-

scripts of Aristotle use both (e.g. toIç yaptjjwvu^tv at GA 749b3, oi yapt|)tovux£ç at
HA 563b7), perhaps in error under the influence of the well-established poetic
form.

yâpoç or ydpov Latin garum) is not "brine with small fish" but a fermented

sauce, one of the main ingredients of which was fish. See in general R. I. Curtis

Garum and Salsamenta: Production and Commerce in Materia Medica (Studies in
Ancient Medicine 3: Leiden 1991) 6-15.

yaaßapqvöt; (glossed "treasurer") - preserved in the genitive form yaaßaprj-
voû at LXX 2Esdras 1:8 - is not a Greek word but a rough transliteration of
Aramaic gizbar, which is cognate with ydÇa ("treasure") and like it goes back to

Persian.

10 Epich. fr. 27 is preserved in the form KdaioKoi yapt])o>vuxoL at Ath. 3.105b, but Dindorf was
probably right to conjecture yaptjjiovuxEÇ-
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Hsch. y 193 defines yaaxpa as yoyyu/Viç ("turnip"); cf. Hsch. y 204 yaoxpala- f|

yoyyuMc;. AaKtoveç ("gastraia: the turnip. Spartans"), which looks like another
version of the same note, albeit with a variant lemma (thus DGE s.v.). Ath. 9.369a,

citing Apollas/Apellas On the Cities in the Peloponnese fr. 3, FHG iv.307 - presumably

the ultimate source of the material in Hesychius as well - offers yaoxépaç
instead. But Hsch. y 193 then goes onto offer q Kpdpßq ("or cabbage") as an
alternative gloss of yaaxpa, and the latter definition is supported by Nie. fr. 132 ap.

Ath. 9.369a (ignored) rcapà BoiidxoTç yaaxépaç11 ôvopâÇsaGai xctç Kpapßaq ("the
Boeotians call cabbages gasteres"). This is thus an ancient philological muddle

which is beyond our capacity to clarify completely, yaoxpaia is not an ancient

variant, and the lemma should be struck. Tiupydaxpqv (apparently "a fire-pot";
omitted) is the reading of M (i.e. the Mediceus, the archetype of all surviving
copies of the text) at Aen.Tact. 4.2,12 where the precise sense is difficult but
burning and fire-signals are both in question, ydoxpqv (< ydoxpa), a simplification
that only makes the sense more obscure, is not a "v.l." there but an attempt at
correction and has no authority.

yeytiivoKÛpq is explained by the lexicographers (Hsch. y 248; Phot, y 49

Suda y 96) and Eustathius at one point, followed by the Dictionary, as referring to

a woman "who fills the village with shouting' adesp. com. fr. *194). But Eustathius

at another point (p. 1921.65 adesp. com. fr. *224; ignored) - seemingly

drawing on Suetonius - suggests that the word actually refers to a prostitute,
either because she advertises her services loudly and publicly or because she is

notorious, i. e. widely spoken of, on a local level. This is more pointed and would

explain the feminine form of the word. Cf. Cratin. fr. 411 ùveÇtKwpq (ap. Hsch. a

4902), which Lobeck took to mean "a whore who supports an entire village" (rtop-

vq q öXqv Ktopqv dvexouoa).
For yeiariTtoôiÇû) (glossed "provide the cornice with support", i.e. "equip with

a yeToov-support"; cited from Is. fr. 113), add Agora XVI 109[1].113 yEy£LaqjtoSi[a]-

pé[vai], an expanded and improved version of IG II2 463. S.w. yeiaqjTOuq (1. 51),

yeIa(a)ov (11. 51, 54, 72) and yetaqnoStapa (11.63,114) ought also to refer to the

same inscription.13 Despite "etc.", the only use of yetaov to refer to the fringe of a

garment appears to be Ar. fr. 802 (a metaphorical or extended use of the word that

was taken literally by the lexicographers?). Nothing in Poll. 1.76 xô Sè npoOyov xoO

tmepGupiou ysTcrov xai yeiawpaxa ("the outward jutting portion of the lintel is the

geisôn or geisômata") or anywhere else in the ancient sources suggests that

11 Thus Ds B Qs M P Eust. Mus (i.e. the Byzantine philological tradition), combining A's
problematic yaoréac; with the Epitome's yàarpaç. Pace the Dictionary, yaarpépaç is not an ancient
variant. Cunningham in the apparatus to Hsch. y 193 seems confused on this point as well.
12 Actually nupyacrrprivqv for 7iupydaxpr|v, rjv (Wünsch), reflecting the scribe's inability to make

adequate sense of his exemplar.
13 Note in the same inscription dxpoyeioiov (1. 64) and ànoyeiaioau; (1. 71) (both omitted,
although already included in DGE).
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yeiowpa means "penthouse" (i.e. an apartment on the roof or top floor of a

building).

Plin. Nat. 24.164 reports in regard to the plant he calls gelotophyllis, i.e.

yeAwxotpuAAu; (lit. "laughter-leaf'): haec si bibatur cum murra et vino, varias
obversari species ridendique finem non fieri nisi potis nucleis pineae nucis cum

pipere et melle in vino palmeo ("if this is drunk together with myrrh and wine, no
end can be put to seeing various visions and to laughing, until one consumes pine-
nuts combined with pepper and honey in palm wine"). LSJ s.v. (followed by DGE

and the Dictionary) takes the reference to be to Cannabis sativa, i.e. marijuana. If
so, Pliny or his source has garbled the description of how the drug was consumed.

But this section of the Natural History is dedicated to fantastic, exotic plants of all
sorts, and it is probably better not to take the description seriously, particularly
since Greek had a well-established word for hemp, Kctvvapiç.

Hdt. 4.26.2 reports that Guaiaç pcyàÀaç êjietelouç ("great sacrifices held

annually") were celebrated among the Issedones (a Thracian tribe) after a man's
father died, and that naît; 5è narpi toüto ttoieei, icarct Jisp "EAAqvsq ta yevéoia ("a

son does this in honor of his father, in the same fashion that the Greeks celebrate

their genesia"). According to [Ammon.] Diff. 116, the clearest and most comprehensive

discussion of the point (note also Phryn. eel. 75; Synag. y 24 Suda y 133),

yevéoia ôè étù xtov iE0vr|KÖTtov- év fj ekckttoç npépq xEXEÀEÛxqKE, xaûxn etuxeàeî-

xat aùxoù rà ysvéaLa ("genesia are celebrated in honor of the dead; on whatever

day an individual dies, on that day his genesia are celebrated"). The ritual among
the Issedones - as well as among the Athenians - thus took place not on "the

anniversary (of the birth) of the dead", but on the anniversary of the deceased's death;
cf. CAL s.v. 1 "celebration of the anniversary of a parent's death". Only later on -
and incorrectly, from the lexicographers' point of view - did yevéaia come to

mean "birthday celebration" (properly xà yevéGAia).

yeveidÇto, like yeveiàuKW, means not "have a beard, grow a beard" yev-
eickjj) but "sprout a beard, get a beard" (of a young man just reaching maturity, as

at Theoc. 11.9; cf. CGL s.v. yevEiaaSoj "begin to grow one's first beard"); the verb
does not in any case mean "become male name" (sic).14 yeveiaaiq at Plot. 4.3.13

(describing various processes of growth and development, each in its own season)

likewise means not "growing a beard" but "the acquisition of a beard", i. e. growing
one's first beard.

The normal Greek words for "uncle" (both maternal and paternal) are GeToc;

and the less well-attested vévvoç (a Lallwort, i.e. baby-talk), yéwaç is attested in
this sense only at Hsch. y 355 (glossed pnTP°Ç àôeÀcpôç, "mother's brother"). Latte

(who brackets the entry) and Cunningham (who obelizes it) are following

14 This strange error and others like it elsewhere in the Dictionary appear to be the product of a

clumsily executed universal search-and-replace (presumably in connection with personal names
that were first glossed "a man" and then altered to the more appropriate "male name").
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Nauck,15 who saw that the entry was a corrupt doublet of v 301 that was moved

here to restore alphabetical order. The lemma should be deleted.

rewr|aapér is not just a "lake in Palestine" but another name for the Sea of
Galilee; thus NT Luke 5:1 tijv Xlpvr|v rEvvqaapeT (omitted). At NT Mark 6:52

rjXGov ett'l xijv yfjv eLç r£vvr)oapÉT (the older text; omitted) ~ Matthew 14:34 (the

text cited), on the other hand, this is not the lake itself but a name for a portion of
its shore.

The precise sense of yévxa (glossed "innards, intestines") at Nie. Al. 62 ßoöq

véa yevta jiepicpXiovTOç âXonprj ("fresh genta of a cow almost bursting with fat"),
556a yévia auàç ipXiSowvtoç àÀoitprj ("genta of a pig bursting with fat"); Call,

frr. 322 yevta ßoüv peXôovTeç ("stewing genta of a cow"); 530 ("you might partake
of genta") is uncertain. But Ael.Dion. y 6* glosses the word ©pamai'i tà xpea
("Thracian for 'chunks of meat'"); Hsch. y 377 offers xpéa, anAdyxva ("chunks of
meat, entrails"); Suda y 155 suggests id peXq ("the limbs [sc. of the animal]"); and

the scholia to Nicander suggest xpeaxa ("chunks of meat") and tà péÀq ("the

limbs"), all of which leaves no doubt that "bits of sacrificial meat" is the preferred
ancient explanation of the word. That sense that would fit both Nicander's repeated

reference to how fat the animal is (much less relevant in reference to entrails)
and the style of cooking mentioned by Callimachus (since entrails were roasted on

a spit, whereas sacrificial meat was normally boiled in a cauldron).

yevxiXioi (taken over direct from Latin gentilis) is late and rare in Greek
literature. But Johannes Chrystostomus fr.Ier. 9.26, LXVI 860.8 Migne (late 4th/early 5th

century CE) uses the word to refer to "Saracens" - i.e. Arabs - o'i eictv oi vüv

Xeyopsvoi yeviiXLOL ("who are those now referred to as gentilioi") in a way that

suggests that its sense was obvious for an early Byzantine Christian audience in
Constantinople, and it is also attested in an inscription from Syria from the very
beginning of the 3rd century CE (PPUAESIIIA 2,223.3).

repâaTioç/repaiaTioç is attested as the name of a month not just in Sparta
(Th. 4.119.1) and Troezen (Caryst. fr. 13, FHG iv.358-359), but also at Kalauria (on
the Saronic Gulf) (IG IV 841.12; late 3rd century BC) and on the island of Kos (e.g.

Iscr. di Kos ED 45.41, early 2nd century BC (a late winter month); 216.11 (ca. 220

BC); SEG XLVIII 1089bis.l-2 (ca. 150-100 BC)).

Neuter plural yéppa is glossed "tortoise formation, protective formation of
shields" at Plb. 8.3.3 exoipaadpevot Sè yéppa veal ßeXq xai xäXXa xà npôç xijv
TToXiopidav ("preparing gerra and missiles and the other items needed for the

siege"); D.H. 6.92.2 xpioûç te xai yéppa xai xXipaxaç euxpEJuaapevoc; naps-
axeuàÇexo pèv ibç cmâan xfj Suvâpei nEipaaopsvoq xrjç jtoXewç ("by getting rams
and gerra and ladders ready, he was preparing to make an attempt on the city by
storm"); Arr. An. 1.21.5 xai pépoq pév ti xùv TtXqaiov toù xelxouç yéppcov xai èvôç

tcov mjpycüv tüjv ÇuXtvmv KareKaûOri ("and a certain portion of the gerra close to

15 A. Nauck (ed.), Aristophanis Byzantiifragmenta (Halis 1848) 141 n. 32.
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the walls and one of the wooden towers were destroyed by fire")- In each case, the

word actually refers to wicker screens set up to protect troops attacking a wall
from missiles. Cf. LSJ s.v. (citing the same three passages and claiming that the

term is equivalent to yeppoxcAtovri, for which see below). At D. 18.169, in

response to the seizure of Elateia by Philip II of Macedon, the oKqvai ("stalls" vel sim.)

in Athens' agora are cleared of the people in them and rà yéppa (here glossed

"boothes, barriers in the marketplace") are burned, seemingly as a fire-signal to

call citizens in from the countryside; the first definition of the word is thus correct
there. At [D.] 59.90, on the other hand, barriers or screens of some kind the

second definition) are in question, but the location is a courtroom, where yéppa

are used to separate jurors from spectators before ballots have been cast. For

yéppa Ncdjta used in an obscure sexual sense, read not "Epich. fr. 235" the old

Kaibel number), but "Epich. fr. 226".

The detailed instructions for constructing a yeppoxeAwvq (glossed "tortoise

formation, cover formed of shields"; cf. DGE s.v. "testudo o mantelete formado por
escudos de mimbre"f6 at Philo Mechanicus, Parasceuastica p. 99.29-37 make it
clear that this is actually a large wickerwork shelter, wrapped in hides and
reinforced with lengths of wood on the inside, which a group of men could get inside
and carry forward with them to provide protection from missiles being hurled at
them from the front and above. Cf. above on yéppa.

Whatever a yqBuXMç is, it can be stewed (Eub. fr. 88.3), and the head can

grow as big as a turnip or a large radish (Polemon fr. 36). The ancient authorities -
most of them collected at Ath. 9.371e-2b or dependent on that passage or its sources

- are thus most likely right that this is not a "chive" but a leek of some perhaps

primordial sort. Cognate yijOuov yij-reiov is glossed "onion" with reference to Ar.
fr. 5 Ttov ôè yrjOuwv / piÇaç éxoùaaç aKopoSopiprjTOV cpûaiv ("and gêthyon roots

with a garlic-like character") and Phryn. Com. fr. 12 (merely a notice that the poet
used the word). The clearest description of the plant is Thphr. HP 7.4.10, which

reports inter alia that to 8è yrjmov raÀoûpevov cncécpaÀôv tl ko'l tjarcep aùxéva

paKpöv ëxov ("the so-called gêteion lacks a head, but has a long neck, as it were"),

ruling out identification with what we would call an onion; hence the
appropriately far more cautious LSJ s.v. yijretov (an onion variety; followed by DGE s.v.

ytjOuov, although confusingly not s.v. yrjieiov); Arnott on Alex. fr. 132.7 n. 2 ("a

now unidentifiable and possibly lost variety of onion") with further discussion and

bibliography.17

16 The intended sense of LSJ s.v. "penthouse, mantlet" must have been much clearer a century
ago, but is in any case apparently intended to communicate something similar.
17 W. G. Arnott, Alexis: The Fragments. A Commentary (Cambridge Classical Texts and Commentaries

31: Cambridge 1996). Inter alia, Arnott notes that Hort's "horn-onion", taken over into LSJ s.v.

yijteiov, "would have been more helpful if he had explained what he meant by a term unknown to
dictionaries and horticulturalists".
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For the lemma YnPavi(> (glossed "senescence") at Arist. Metaph. 1065b20;

Ph. 201a19, read ynpavaiç.
Ynpôctaç nöSa at Phil. AP 6.94.7 (commemorating a set of dedications to Rhea

by one of her devotees) is neither an external accusative (translated "having aged

his foot, i.e. now that his foot has grown old") nor an internal one (offered as an
alternative explanation of the phrase, although without a gloss), but an accusative

of respect, "having grown old in respect to his foot", i. e. "having grown too old to

dance".

Whatever YXapupôç means at S. fr. 396 toùç yÀapupoùç Kara cpopßdv ("gla-

myros in their feeding"), the sources that cite the verse say that it is used in
reference to birds, effectively ruling out the translation "bleary" there. The lexicographers

in any case insist that the adjective - applied a number of times to eyes in
Hippocrates - means not ~ "blurred" but "moist" (ùypôç or ëvuypoç), i.e. "runny,
full of discharge". Wagner suggested that what was wanted in Sophocles was Xapu-

pouç ("gluttonous"). But EM p. 232.44-45 adds the comment yÀapupoùç evuYpoßi-

ouç ("glamyrous: that live in moist places"), and while there is no specific reference

to Sophocles there, the easiest interpretation of the use of the masculine

accusative plural in the note is that this was a originally a gloss on that verse, and

that "glamyros in their feeding" is an elaborate poetic way of saying "that seek

their food in the marshes" vel sim.

Glaucoma and cataracts are entirely different phenomena, and yXaÙKwau;

(glossed "blindness from glaucoma") at Hp. Aph. 3.31, yXauKÔto (glossed "suffer

from glaucoma") at Hp. Prorrh. 2.20, and YXaÙKwpa (glossed "glaucoma, cataract")
at Arist. GA 708a17, are all almost certainly references to cataracts - which are

readily visible as a grayish mass, i. e. a yXaÙKtopa, in the eye - rather than to
glaucoma.

YXauvoç (a hapax) is traced to Poll. 7.48 (in a discussion of words for clothing)

and glossed "type of tunic". The history of the word - if that is what it is - is

complex. Lederlin and Hemsterhuis (1706) printed xai yXaùvoç (thus accented),

with a note citing Jungermann (d. 1610) to the effect that he found this reading in
an unspecified manuscript (perhaps Poll.c), although the same hand - implicitly
the first - had written KEpauvoç above, seemingly as a variant or correction. Jun-

germann then observed that he saw little difference between the readings, in that
neither was known to him as a type of clothing. Lederlin and Hemsterhuis also

note that Poll.F has KEpauvoç. Bekker (1846) printed Kai yXauvôç (now thus accented)

without comment. Bethe, on the other hand, prints KEpauvoç and cites as

parallels Phot, k 591 and Hsch. k 2294. yXaùvoç/YXauvoç is attested nowhere else

and looks like a manuscript error, making this a ghost word.

yXoiôç 1 (a noun) is glossed "greasy dirt, fat, filth left on baths", with reference

to Semon. fr. 8 üanep ëyxEÀuç Kara yXoLOù; Teles, p. 41 Hense eLaeABwv âv elç

to ßaXavelov rü yXoito riXeLrjjaxo; cf. LSJ s.v. "oily sediment in baths", citing the

same passages. In Semonides, the sense is in fact "just like an eel down into the
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muck" (sc. at the bottom of a river or the like; cf. CGL s.v. 1 "slime"). Teles, on the
other hand, is describing the extraordinarily simple lifestyle of the Cynic
philosopher Crates: el dAeujiaaGcu xpeîav ëxoi, eIoeAGwv äv elç to ßaAavelov tw yXoiö
riAeii()aTO ("if he needed to anoint himself with oil, he would go into the bathhouse
and anoint himself with the gloios"); £v Ar. Nu. 449 ~ Suda y 306 etAqTTTCu 6è q (jeto-
cpopà àrto roù év toîç ßaAavsioiq ÉXaiou jiEJiqyÔTOç, örap toùç emXapßavopevouc;
SloXloGôvelv nécpuKE ("the metaphor is taken from the oil that congeals in the

bathhouses, which naturally slips through the fingers of those applying it to
themselves") makes it clear that the reference is not to "greasy dirt", "filth" or the like,
but to cakes of spilled oil (~ DGE "aceite que se echaba en el bano"), making Crates'

frugal behavior comprehensible, if not necessarily appealing to an ordinary
person. yXotôç at Ar. Nu. 449 - treated as an adjective yXoiôç 2), following LSJ and

DGE, and glossed "slimy, slippery, elusive" - is one in a long string of colorful,
seemingly colloquial abusive terms used to describe an unscrupulous rascal. All
the other words are nouns, and yXotôç thus most likely is as well; cf. colloquial
English "slime-ball". This is thus better treated as a figurative use of yXoiög 1, as in
CGL s.v. 2. The dubious standing of yXoioq 2 (the adjective) is further apparent in
the fact that the only other examples offered are (1) Stud.Pal. XX 15.9 CPR I 27.9,

where the word is no longer read (although LSJ Supplement fails to withdraw the

reference); (2) Hsch. y 657 yXoiôç- vwGpôç. ùaGevrjç ("gloios: sluggish, weak"; also

cited by LSJ s.v.), which seems to be connected to the use of the adverb in
Hippocrates/Galen (see above s.v. yXoidÇta), but is unrelated to the supposed sense of the

word in Clouds; (3) Suda y 306 (also cited in LSJ s.v.), which is merely another
version of Iv on the line in Aristophanes and does not in any case identify the

word as an adjective.18

[Gal.] XIV.793.12 K. distinguishes between ùSpéAatov, oivéAaiov and

yXuKÉXaiov. The first two words are rightly defined "a mixture of water and oil"
and "wine mixed with oil", respectively, and the latter patently means not "sweet

oil" (thus also LSJ s.v.) but "oil mixed with grape syrup/must (i.e. yXoKuç/yXeû-

koç)". Cf. ô^ÉXaiov ("vinegar mixed with oil") at Gal. XIII.397.6 K. (contrasted with
ùSpéAcuov).

The word Zonaras and others use for lotos is not yXuKUKaXapov but yXuKo-

xdXapov (omitted); cf. Gal. XIX.727.10 K. (taken by DGE s.v. to be a reference to

sugar cane).

ôijùç is "sour", not "bitter" - entirely different tastes, although English-speakers

in particular have difficulty telling the two apart19 - and yXuKuo^ug is thus "sweet-

and-sour" (cf. CGL s.v. "sweet and sharp") but not "bittersweet" yXuKUJiiKpog).

18 yAoïoç- to auto ôqÀot tù pàaGÀriç. Kai péxpt 8eùpo 6è xoix; Tfj yvùpp OKàÇovTac; Kal pqSèv

araGepov (ppovoûvraç Kai âAXa pèv ÉTiayyeMopévouç, âAAa Sè (ppovoüvrai; Kai Jipàaaovrai;, Sià ro
Tf|(; yvùpqç ôXiaGqpov Kai ämcrrov yXoioùç KaAoüpev.

19 M. OMahony, M. Goldenberg, J. Stedmon and ]. Alford, "Confusion in the use of the taste adjectives

'sour and 'bitter"', Chemical Senses 4 (1979) 301-318.
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Marc. Ant. 4.33 does not use yAwaaqpa to mean precisely "antiquated or
obsolete word", but instead asserts ai TiâÀai auvrjOcic; àé^elç yXLoaaqpaTa vüv
("words that were long ago in common use are now glôssêmata", i. e. "glosses"

meaning "terms that are glossed for the convenience of readers"). So too

yXioaaqpaTtKÖc; as a stylistic term does not mean "embellished with antiquated or

strange expressions" but instead regularly modifies forms of övopa (e.g. Gal.

XVIIIa.414.16 K.; D.H. Lys. 3) and means "that require glossing, that require
explanation", while a yXwaaoypaipot; is someone who produces "glosses" or notes of
this sort.

The medical problem with a horse's tongue for which advice is offered at

Hippiatr. 130.138 rcpoc; yAwaaiSa is not second-declension yAtuaaiôoç -ou, ô, but
third-declension yÀtoaaiç -tôoç, q.

The concrete use of yvwptov to mean "carpenter's square"20 (also ywvia) is

attested first not at Polyaen. 4.3.21 (thus LSJ s.v., from which the reference seems

to have been lifted) but already at Thgn. 805 ropvou kcù aidOpqç Kai yvtopovoç
("compass and plumb-line and carpenter's square"), and the sense "expert" (add S.

fr. 1038) is presumably an extension of this sense of the word.
yvtüOTÖ«; is glossed (meaning B) "able to know, capable ofknowing' with

reference to LXX Gen. 2:9 tô ÇûAov toû eLSévat yvtoarôv koAoù xai novqpoù (of the

second important tree in the Garden of Eden, along with the tree of eternal life),
but the last four words in the phrase are then translated "the knowledge of good
and evil". If this is the intended sense (as in the original Hebrew ara m ym nsnn,

followed clumsily in a style typical of the Septuagint translation), the adjective
must actually be an odd internal accusative with the infinitive (~ "the tree of knowing

what is knowable of good and evil").

yvwTOKTÔvoç is an adjective rather than a noun and is not "fratricide" but
"fratricidal" - perhaps better "kin-slaying" (see below on yvwTÔç) - at Eud. Cypr.

1.39 Katvou ruaAdpqv yvtoroKTOvou ("the hand of fratricidal Cain"). The same is

true of yvutxotpovoq, -ov (Nonn. D. 4.463; 26.82) which means not "killer of one's
brother21, fratricide", but "brother/kinsman-slaying, fratricidal".22 yvwxotpovTiç
(Lyc. 1318), on the other hand, is a noun.

20 Glossed "rule" (i.e. "ruler", normally Kavûv). But a working carpenter needs a square, and the

sense "sundial" probably depends on the resemblance of the blade (properly the gnomon or style),
which casts a shadow on the plate (properly the dial), to a T-shaped "square" rather than a simple
ruler.
21 i. e. "killer of one's own brother".
22 Cf. yoyypoKtôvoç, -ov, which is not "killer of eels", but "eel-killing"; yovaypôç, which is not
"sufferer from gout in the knee", but "suffering from gout in the knee"; yovuaAyqg, which is not

"sufferer from pain in the knee", but "suffering from pain in the knee".
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yvwTÔç -n 2 is an adjective (< yiyvopcu) and thus means "kindred, related by
blood"; "kinsman, brother or sister" is a substantive use of the word ô yvwxoc;

äv0ptüTToq/n yvwxij ûvGpcoTioç). LSJ s.v. features the same confusion.23

yoptpiôSoujtoç (attested only at Maec. AP 6.233.1 and in a note on that line at

Suda y 373) is glossed "that squeals between the teeth, of a bite". But a ôoCttoç is a

dull, hollow sound (~ "thud, clunk"); the object in question is a bit in a horse's

mouth; and the word means something more like "that clatters between the

molars".
The ydptpoi Odysseus uses to construct his raft on Calypo's island at Od. 5.248

are patently "pegs of wood", rather than "of iron" or "bolts", not only because the

text makes it clear that the hero produces all his own building material, but also

because pegs - i. e. trenails - were routinely used for naval architecture and
especially for hulls, since not only do they not corrode but they also expand when wet
and thus make the join between the boards or timbers tighter; cf. A. Supp. 440

ycyopcpwxat OKdcpoç; Hdt. 2.96.2; Plu. Mor. 321d (building ships involves both

yoptptopa, "peg-work" - not simply "pegs" - and rjAot, "nails");24 AP 9.31.1

(shipwrights as yopcpwTfjpeç, which has a more specific technical sense than "carpenters");

CGL s.v. 1. yopipôSexoç at A. Supp. 846 yopcpoôéxu) is Sopsi ("and a raft
bound together by gomphoi") must thus also mean "bound with wooden pins" (i. e.

"held together with wooden pegs"; cf. CGL s.v.) rather than "nailed". Hesiod's plow
at Op. 431 is similarly put together with wooden pegs rather than with iron bolts

(see West 1978 on 430);25 Empedocles' Aphrodite uses not "bonds, chains", but a

much more effective construction technique, yoptpotq tcaxaaxopyoiq ("pegs of
love"; 31B 87 D.-K.); and the figurative A. Supp. 945 ecppAcoxai xoptoç / yôptpoç Siap-

nâÇ means not "the rivet has been driven all the way home" (thus approximately
also LSJ s.v. étprjÀôw) but "the peg has been fixed securely in place". The cognate

adjective yopipcoxiKÖc; is accordingly not "ofjoining with nails", but "having to do

with pegging", i. e. "joining", a type of carpentry, as at Pi. Pit. 280d xùç xwv 0upw-

pàxwv nrjJjeu;, yopcpwxiKfjç à7iov£pr]0E!acu pöpia xéxvqç ("the pegging together of

doorways, regarded as part of the craft of construction with yöpcpoi"). Cf. yoptpoio
at Ar. Eq. 464 (where the language of carpentry is used figuratively of political
conspiracy) yopcpoôpev' aùxù rrâvxa rai tcoÀÀwpsva ("all these matters are being

pegged and glued together").26

23 For yvwTÔç -ij -öv 1 in the sense "well-known, familiar", the reference should be not to "S.

fr. 282" (as also in LSJ s.v.), but to S. fr. 282.2. The further specification "cf. yvwrôç" seems to be a

remnant of some earlier lemmatization and should be deleted.

24 Pace s.v. yopipuTÔq (glossed "joined with nails"), the point at Str. 16.1.11 vaunriynadpEvov Sid-

Auià te Kai yoptptoTâ is that the boats in question were constructed with no nails at all, but with only
pegs and dowels, so that they could be more easily taken apart, transported over dry land, and then
reassembled.

25 M. L. West (ed.), Hesiod. Works and Days (Oxford 1978) on 430.

26 Modern American house construction in particular relies heavily on nails as a primary means
of fastening, and nails are also necessary for some building techniques long and widely used in
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While yovcruov at Orib. 48.66 Heliodorus); 49.35 Rufus) is formally a

diminutive of yovu ("knee"), it certainly does not mean "small knee" in either

passage; perhaps "the knee area", allowing Philo Judaeus Vit.Cont. 51 to speak of
garments that hang id pèv ÈpnpoaBia Kaiwrepw twv üxtö yövou, tà ôè kotötuv
piKpôv ùnô TOtq yovarioiq ("lower than the knee in front, but in back just a bit
below the gonatioi").

yovoeiSijc; is not < yovipoç but < yovoç in the sense "semen",

yovöppoia was a recognized medical condition that involved - as the name
itself makes clear - unwanted genital emissions of some sort. But the word does

not mean "gonorrhea" in the modern sense of the word, which refers to a disease

that is notably absent from the ancient medical record and instead appears to be

first attested clinically at the very end of the 16th century.27 The same correction

applies to s.w. yovoppoÏKÔç and yovoppuijç (both glossed "suffering from gonorrhea"

).2S

ô rovvmeaoç ("the Kneeler", whatever that may signify) is the nickname of a

grammarian named Demetrius who worked on Homer. The word is otherwise
unattested and does not mean "hassock".

The mountains referenced at Plu. Alex. 31.10 are not the TopBuala (obscurely

lemmatized TopGuaiwv, öpiy, tù and glossed "mountains of the Gortyaioi (sic)"),
but the Topôuala range (mentioned also at e.g. Str. 2.1.26; 11.12.4; St.Byz. y 101).

Modern "gorilla" comes direct from Hanno's TôpiAÀai (thus also LSJ) or
TopiXAai (thus DGE) and is said by him to be the local term for a tribe of hairy
African women; the name was awarded to a specific kind of ape in the mid-19th

century. Despite LSJ s.v. "name of a tribe ofhairy women (but prob, gorilla)", there
is no way of knowing precisely what sort of creature Hanno - who claims that
three pelts were brought back to Carthage - is referring to, or if he or whoever is

impersonating him is simply making the entire story up.
yopcpia - better lemmatized as yopcptov, as in DGE, despite the fact that the

word is attested only in the plural (Gp. 9.5.12) - is glossed "sticks for knocking
down olives". What is actually under discussion in the text is the cutting and planting

of superfluous branches to produce new olive trees by asexual means, and the

definition in the Dictionary appears to represent a crude misunderstanding of LSJ

s.v. "stocks from which olive-trees are struck", in which "strike" has the semi-technical

sense "propagate via cuttings". Cf. DGE s.v. "esqueje, rampollo, planton de oli-

North America but less common in other places, such as clapboard and shingles. In ancient Greece,

such techniques would have been unfeasible, since they would have required an enormous expense
not only of valuable metal but of skilled labor, since every nail would have had to be made individually

by a blacksmith.
27 See in general R. Flemming, "(The Wrong King of) Gonorrhea in Antiquity", in S. Szreter (ed.),
The Hidden Affliction: Sexually Transmitted Infections and Infertility in History (Rochester 2019) 43-
67.

28 The cognate verb yovoppuéu is well attested, but is omitted from the Dictionary.
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vo". The word is borrowed direct from Aramaic, in which it means "shoot (of an

olive tree)".
In at least two of the three passages cited (X. An. 6.3.22; D. 18.26029), ypaiStov

is not a diminutive (glossed "little old woman") but a deteriorative ("nasty old

woman, worthless old woman" vel sim.), as also at e.g. Ar. Ec. 1000 "You're crazy,

graidion!", 1003; Men. Georg. 54 "Shut up, graidion!" In Attic, at least, the word is

in fact best understood as trisyllabic (vs. tetrasyllable ypatôtov in LSJ and DGE).

ypaûç is sometimes the "fdm, skin" that forms on top of a boiling cookpot (Ar.
Pl. 1205-1206 xatç pèv âÀÀatç yàp xûtpatç/ q ypaûç ëmaf àvwxâxw, "on other

pots, the graus is on top", punning on the word in its more common sense "old

woman"; Arist. GA 743b7 KaOdnep èni xolç èt|)iîpaaiv q KaÀoupévq ypaùç, "just like
the so-called graus on boiled dishes"), and in an anecdote at Ath. 13.585c scum of a

similar sort has formed on milk (although not obviously because it has been

boiled). The final point does not suggest that ypaîÇio at Ar. fr. 461 means specifically
"to skim, remove the skin, of milk", and Antiatt. y 37, who cites the fragments, in
fact glosses the word specifically örav tö ouvayöpevov év xalç yurpauç» Kai èna-

cppiÇov ÉKxéioaiv. ApLaxocpàvqç nXoûxto ("what they do when they pour off that
which collects in cookpots and forms on top of them; Aristophanes Ploutos").30

The earliest references to ypappaxeïa (glossed "tablets") are at IG I3 34.15,

17, 32 (448/7 BC), where public records of tribute payments are in question; cf. IG
I3 52.11 (434/3 BC); 138.6 (before 434 BC) (all omitted). IG I3 52.11-12 distinguishes
such records from mvcuaa (presumably "whitened boards").31 The Àq^iapxLKÔv

ypappaxelov (not "list of citizens", but "list of deme members") mentioned at e.g.
Is. 7.27 is another example of such records. At Ar. Nu. 19-20, by contrast, Strepsia-
des uses a ypappaxelov to keep track of his personal accounts (omitted, with this

sense of the word noted only in Demosthenes a century later). Ar. fr. 163 (also

omitted) shows that ypappaxela were covered with wax; there are a number of
references in the Demosthenic corpus to "opening" them (e.g. D. 45.11-12; [D.]

44.37; 46.2, 5); and there can be little doubt that the object in question is identical
to the Seàxlov Sirrxuxov described at Hdt. 7.239.3, the crucial characteristic of
which was that it could be closed and sealed to guarantee the security of the
contents. See Austin-Olson on Ar. Th. 778-780 for further details and bibliography.32

The word is accordingly used only by extension to mean "writing, note, document,

contract"; so too the ypappdxiov at Luc. Merc.cond. 36 (a message sent to a

woman by her lover, and thus of course secret). The ypappaxelov referenced at

29 Of the crones who celebrated depraved mysteries with the young Aeschines.

30 Kassel-Austin treat this as a legitimate fragment of the lost Ploutos I. But the coincidence with
Ar. Pl. 1205-6 (quoted above) is so obvious, that it is difficult to believe that this is not simply a

reference to the original play, with the original point garbled as a result of the process of epitomization.
31 The two categories appear to be conflated late in the 4th century at [Arist.] Ath. 47.4 dvaypcujjac;

èv ypappareilOK; AsAMulKiogévou;, 53.4 eiç AeAeuKiopeva ypapparEia.
32 C. Austin and S. D. Olson (eds.), Aristophanes: Thesmophoriazusae (Oxford 2004).
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Poll. 9.41 is a "position of scribes" only in the sense that Pollux is discussing the

physical parts of a city (ttoàewç pépq), among which he includes stoas, race-tracks,
and public offices, including those belonging to ypappaiElç of various sorts, i. e.

the individuals charged with producing and guarding official local ypappaieta,
meaning court records, accounts, lists, and the like.

ypappaTiÇw at Herod. 3.24 Mdptova ypappcmÇovroç / toû Jiarpôç aùrw is not
"teach spelling' but ~ "dictate": Kottalus' father tried to get him to show he had

learned something in school, by spelling "Maron", but the boy was a bad student
and wrote "Simon" instead.

PoE. 9.98 describes a board game for two players involving five lines (ypap-
pai), with the middle Ene being the Lepà ypappq (Et. "sacred Ene"), and five
moveable pieces (ilifjtpoi/neTToi) per player. How the game worked - it was not
checkers, and the lines do not constitute a "checkerboard", which is merely a

vague point of modern comparison - is uncertain. Theoc. 6.18 uses the expression
Tov dnô ypappâç Kivel ÀÎ0ov, which is translated "he moves the counter off the line,

of a decisive move". The Greek actuaEy means "she33 moves the counter that
comes from the line", as if this piece were normaEy positioned there, and what
Galatea is doing is precisely not acting decisively but teasing Polyphemus, who

inexplicably refuses to engage with her.

WhEe ypairnip at PauLSil. AP 6.66.2 äßpo/ov dnÀavéoç pöAtßov ypanxfjpa
K8ÀEU0OU is in apposition to a word that means literaEy "lead", the reference is to

a roEer of some sort made of lead, which is used together with a ruler to create

lines on the page so that the scribe's writing remains properly aEgned. Cf. Jul. Aeg.

AP 6.67.1-3, where the same process is described.

The word Eustathius offers meaning "wrinkled" at p. 633.56, 634.2

11.277.12, 278.9 van der VaEc) is in both cases not ypdirrng but Ypdimç (easEy
understood as an error for ypaniç34).

The YpcuTTÖv KÜpßiv at Achae. TrGF 20 F 19.3-4 has not been "painted"; this
is instead a riddEng description of a Spartan messenger baton, as the discussion of
the lines by Athenaeus (who quotes them at 10.451c-d) makes clear.

The ancient authorities agree that ypdw in CaE. fr. 551 Kai yovoç aiÇqwv

ëypas KqSepöva means "eat", not "gnaw" (Philox. fr. 651** to ypw, ö aqpaivei to
saOicj, cup' ou KaÀÀtpaxoç... "eypae"... dvrl too qaOiev; Gal. XIX.132.1-2 K. ËYpaoe

KtiSepöva- KaAAtpaxoç; àvri toû KaTÉcpays; Hsch. y 876 ypà- (paye, adding that the

word is Cyprian).
Neither Opp. H. 3.80 nor Plu. Mor. 471d suggests that a ypltpoç (a fishing net

of some sort) was "made of rushes".

33 I.e. the sea-nymph Galateia.

34 At S. fr. 314.183 (unhelpfully cited s.v. ypdttic as "S. lehn. 183"), on the other hand, there is no

good reason to think that the word means "wrinkled", and Radt and 0'Sullivan-Collard follow
Robert in taking rpâmç to be the name of one of the satyrs.
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At Sotad. fr. 1.3, ypupéa means not "rubbish, old thing' but "odds and ends,

spare bits": after a cook roasts the central cut from a yaÀeôç, he stews niv Àoi-

mîv ypupéav. Nor does Poll. 10.160 claim that the word means "sack or basket for
old or dirty clothes"; instead he says it is cryyelov rt eiq dnöOeoiv, ö ëvtot nrjpav
vopLÇouatv ("a vessel for storage, what some authorities consider a pouch/wallet").
Cf. Phryn. PS p. 60.15-16 ëotl 8È nap' AGqvatotç nqpa ttç ypupéa KaÀoupévq, év q

navToIa oKeûq éaiiv ("the Athenians refer to some sort of pouch/wallet called a

grymea, in which items of all kinds are found"), citing Diph. fr. 128 (where no text
is preserved) and Sapph. fr. 179 (the same object supposedly referred to as a

ypurn Tijv ptlpcov Kai yuvaiKELwv rivcov 0qKqv, "storage place for perfumes and

women's items").

ypcmai is defined at Hsch. y 953 not as a "vulture's nest" (following LSJ s.v.35)

but as "vulture chicks" (ai veoamai rûv yunùv), hence the plural. Cf. below on

yvmq.
A yûng is not a "crossbeam (of a plow)" but the "beam", i.e. the part that

extends forward from the share to the pole that connects to the yoke.36 See West

1978 on Hes. Op. 427 (using the term "tree") with an illustration; CGL s.v. 1. The

word (more often "field, arable land") is used at S. Ant. 569 apo'jaipoi yap xccrsptov

eiaiv yfiat ("(Yes,) because others too have fields that can be plowed"; Creon

responds to a question about whether he is willing to put his son's fiancee to death)

in an extended sense, not with a reference to an otherwise unattested meaning

"furrow" extended to the female genitalia, however, but as an echo of the Attic

marriage formula rraiSwv érr' àpôrtp yvqauov ("for the plowing of legitimate children";

e. g. Men. Dysc. 842 with Handley ad loc.37).

In classical Athens, yupvaaiapxéto (glossed "be head ofa gymnasium") refers

to a liturgy that involved organizing and paying for athletic competitions, staffing,

maintaining, and perhaps renovating gymnasia, and the like; cf. [X.] Ath. 1.13

yupvaaiapxoûaiv ol ttAouatot ("the wealthy serve as gymnasiarchs"; quoted by LSJ

s.v.); CGL s.v. "hold the office of gymnasiarch". The verb is attested epigraphically
a generation earlier than any of the passages cited, at e.g. IG I3 969bis a.3 (before
415 BC). In other parts of Greece in the Hellenistic period, it and its cognates are
used to refer to a magistrate charged with running a gymnasium, setting its rules,

enforcing them, and the like; this arrangement is perhaps most well-known from
the 2nd-cent. BC law from Beroia, for which see the edition with extensive

commentary of Gauthier and Hatzopoulos.38

35 Perhaps intended as a - now impossibly old-fashioned and awkward - metonym describing
the contents of the nest by reference to the nest itself (i.e. "vtdture's nest" "nest full of vulture
chicks").
36 Cf. -yùov, similarly misdefined "plow crossbeam".

37 E. W. Handley (ed.), The Dyskolos ofMenander (Cambridge Mass. 1965).

38 P. Gauthier and M. Hatzopoulos, La loi gymnasiarchique de Beroia (Athens 1993).
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A yupvaaLov js a "gymnasium", which was a large public complex including
e.g. a running track and bathing facilities. It is not a "palaistra", which was simply
a wrestling school that might or might not be associated with a yupvaatov and

often belonged to an individual trainer (e.g. Pl. Chrm. 153a tqv Taupéou

TtaÀaiaxpav, "Taureas' wrestling school").

S.v. yupvôç, Thrasydaeus of Thebes, who is celebrated in Pindar's 11th

Pythian ode, was victorious in the boy's stade race; P. 11.49 yupvöv oraSiov
thus means not "unarmed race", but "stade-race in which the competitors are
naked".39 yupvoç can mean "without a cloak, not fully clothed" (e.g. Ar. Nu. 497-
498 and Lys. 150-151, where the point is explicit). But Hes. Op. 390-391 seems to

mean that one ought to perform certain agricultural tasks literally "naked"; see

West 1978 ad loc. yupvôç at Archil, fr. 265 Hsch. y 1001 is glossed "without hair,
bald, beardless"; what Hesychius actually says the word means there is dvunoSr]-

tov. r) àrtEOKuOiapévov ("shoeless, or with a shaved head").
The yuvaiKioK; with which Inlaw is charged at Ar. Th. 863 is not "womanish

behavior or disguise", but "transformation into a woman", as the passage as a

whole makes clear: auOlc; aü yiyvei yuvq, / rrpiv rrjç èrépaç Soùvai yuvaiKiaecog
SiKr|v; ("Are you turning into a woman again, before paying the penalty for your
other gynaikôsis ?").

The earliest attestation of yiwaïKwvlTiç, -iSoç, f| (glossed "women's
quarters") is Ar. Th. 414 (omitted). The word is lemmatized as a noun (as also in CGL s.

v.), but is nonetheless treated as an adjective often used substantively (as in DGE s.

v.; LSJ s.v. seemingly treats it as a noun that eventually morphs into an adjective).
The simplest explanation of the evidence is that the word is in fact an adjective
and should thus be lemmatized as yuvaiKwvîriç, -i8oç, with aùÀrj routinely
supplied. Inter alia, this makes it clear that the "women's quarters" of a house are not
a sealed interior space but include open areas of the sort that domestic work of all
sorts would require in any case.

The otherwise unattested yuvaiKOKoapot; (taken over from LSJ) is neither

part of the text nor a manuscript variant at Poll. 8.112 yuvaiKOvdpoi 8è ùpxn éni

toû KÖapou rüv yuvaiKwv. ràç ôè ctKoapoûaaç éÇqptouv, although it appeared in
the vulgate of the text up through Bekker's edition. The lemma should be struck
(as rightly in DGE). yuvaiicovöpog and cognates are common in inscriptions,
although not until the Roman period and not in Athens (e.g. IG V,1 209.10 (Sparta, 1st

century BC); IC IV 252.2 (Gortyn, ca. 100-50 BC)).

yuvaiKOTpaipqç means "effeminate" only by extension, the basic sense being

"brought up by women" (< Tpctpw) and thus "lacking an appropriate training in
masculinity". Cf. L1 on II. 10.317 (Dolon was brought up in the company of five

39 The armed race was called the hoplitodromos, and was thus almost by definition restricted to
adults. It would accordingly make no sense for Pindar to specify that the boy Thrasydaeus won in the

unarmed race, as if there was some other standard possibility.
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sisters) ojç yuvaiKotpacpqç ôetÀôç rjv Kai (bu|iOKÎvôuvoq ("being gyriaikotraphês, he

was a coward and foolhardy").
In the classical period, yûvaiov is almost entirely restricted to Attic prose and

comedy - [Hippocrates] has it once, at Epid. 5.50 - and looks like a colloquial,
familiar equivalent of yuvrj, which similarly can mean both "wife" and "woman".
There is no more contempt in the use of the word at And. 1.130; D. 25.57 (where it
is glossed "little woman, foolish woman") than there is in any contemporary
reference to the foolish things women generically can be expected to do, say, and

believe.

Hsch. y 1018-1019 does not define yurtq as "vulture's nest" (taken over direct

from LSJ s.v.) but instead glosses it (1) ywraq- KaAtißaq, Kai OaÀàpaq. oL Se yurctov

veoaaictç, âXXoi crrevàç eiaoSouç. oL Sè ràç Kara yqç oucrjoEiq. oi ôè ajiqÀaia
("gypai: monks' cells, or dens. Others (take it to mean) vulture chicks, others

narrow entrances. Some take it to mean dwelling places beneath the earth, others

caves"); (2) yruxq- KoiXojpa yfjç. OaMpq. ytovia ("gypê: a hollow in the earth; a

chamber; a secluded spot"40). Cf. above on ypbrrai.
Poll. 4.104 says not just that yfmioveç were "dancers (Spartan)" (so too LSJ

s.v. "dancers at Sparta") but that they were stilt-dancers who wore transparent
outfits of some sort (oL ôè yurtwveq ijuMvcov kwàwv EmßaivoviEq ciipxoûvxo, ôia-

cpavfj xapavxiviôia àprtsxôpsvoi, "gypônes danced mounted on wooden legs, wearing

transparent Tarentine garments").
The reference to "Plat. Phil. 690al3" s.v. ytovia in the sense "carpenter's

square" is a garbled combination of Pl. Phlb. 51c kovool ko! yomatq and Arist. PA

690a13 (which uses the word, however, with a different meaning).

yioviaïoç in Pl.Com. fr. 69 örav Sétopai. yomaiou pqpaxoç, / xoûxto Jiapiatco
Kai (joxàeuw xàç rréxpaç ("whenever I need a gôniaios word, I stand beside this

and lever at the rocks") is glossed "difficult to pronounce" (following LSJ s.v. "hard

to pronounce"; cf. DGE s.v. "esquinado, difîcil de pronunciar"). As Pirrotta ad loc.

notes,41 this would be an odd and otherwise unexampled sense of the adjective,
which is more plausibly taken to mean ~ "serving as a cornerstone" (cf. IG I3

474.19, from 409 BC), i. e. "as a basis for my argument".
yiopuTÖq means "quiver", i. e. a container for arrows, in the three passages

cited s.v. (Od. 21.54 xöljov / aùxio ytopuxw with LfgrE s.v.; Lyc. 458 ytopuroq Lku-

0qq; Luc. Here. 1, one of the items of Heracles' equipment, along with a club and

bow). Some later authorities erroneously took it to be a bowcase (e.g. Apollon,

p. 56.1 rj ro^oOqKq; thus CGL s.v.). But it nowhere means "scabbard", i.e. a sheath

in which to keep a sword or dagger.

40 Seemingly a reference to Call. fr. 43.71 KéKpunxat yOnn ÇâyKÀov ùnô x9°vin (translated "in an

underground nest"; but the sense is "in an underground cave", referring to the hiding place of the
sickle with which Cronus castrated Ouranos).
41 S. Pirrotta (ed.), Plato comicus. Die fragmentarischen Komödien. Ein Kommentar (Studia Comi-

ca Band 1 : Berlin 2009) ad loc.
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